
Learning from 
my students



The questions I was trying to answer… 2
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How well do I 
know my 
learners?
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How do I 
understand 
relevance in 

learning?
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Why are we 
doing it this 

way?

2

How do I make 
learning more 

personal?

4

How do I invite 
reflection on 

my work?

6

Is this having 
the impact I 

was hoping for?

Is there a 
better
way?



The trialled approach
Summary of learning booklets



Why?

➜ 1. 
know what works and what doesn’t :

- how are the students receiving what I 
am saying? (“it’s not because we 
taught it that the students learnt it”).

- The value of every lesson was evident 
or otherwise.
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Why?
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➜ 2.

Getting ideas for what to do in class that 
would be of value to them, as well as 
making their opinions matter.
➜ 3.
Address their concerns promptly.

➜ 4.
Know how to best use lesson time.



“➜ 5.
getting to know the 
students’ personal lives
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Why?

➜ 6.
Knowing how they are 
feeling and why
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➜ 7. 
a window to self-criticism (not to think “it’s 
the student’s fault”, but rather think, “what 
can I do with what I now know?”)
➜ 8. 
not being angry at them but reflecting on 
how to best serve the students I have, in 
their context. Stop wishing for the students 
I want to have but address the needs of 
those I actually have.



Examples
Direct comments from the students
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Examples - All good



Examples – Feedback on lesson
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Examples - Sad student
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Examples - Reframing lesson 
content
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Adress their concerns promptly

13Examples - Advice to students



Examples - Advice 
from students



Examples - Suggestions to teacher



Examples - Extra 
curricular activities



Examples - Home connections



Examples - Independent revision



Examples - No need 
for homework



Examples - Lots of work



Examples - Useful hashtags



Final thoughts 22

Constant beta testing 

Tendency to help instead of listening

Useful and helpful or giving ‘ugly presents’



Final thoughts
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Students as partners

Fostering connectedness and trust

Engagement in conversation



Final thoughts
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More meaningful advice

Practise empathy (both ways)

Create psychological safety



MORE FINAL THOUGHTS…
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➜ If you are asking for feedback from students, act on it.

➜ Know it is unrealistic to expect to please everyone.

➜ The questions we ask matter.

➜ Feedback effectiveness requires many opportunities to 
receive it . 

➜ Inspire growth for everyone. 
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What’s next?
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Finding opportunities for checking and for conversations, always with the 

‘end objective’ in mind.



“If you want to know whether 
your students feel a sense of 
belonging and wholeness, ask 
them.”
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https://www.edutopia.org/article/shifting-deeper-learning

https://www.edutopia.org/article/shifting-deeper-learning


89,526,124
Opportunites to improve… Isn’t that useful?
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Thanks!
Any questions?

You can find me at @kati_varela & pl@mltansw.asn.au
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